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In today’s dynamic business environment, the ability to quickly collect and accurately analyze data can be a 
distinct competitive advantage. This applies not only to data gathered from external sources but equally to data 
generated within the enterprise. ABMCG’s Business Intelligence and Data Warehousing practice leverages our 
rich expertise, premium partnerships and unique Data-to-Intelligence approach to provide an integrated busi-
ness intelligence strategy that aids in data-based decision making; an essential component that drives business 
growth and discover hidden trends while addressing the needs of information users at every level.

Our BI services and solutions leverage IBM Cognos, Sisense or other industry tools to help transform your orga-
nizational data into intelligence that aids in making fact-based business decisions. This in turn allows an organi-
zation to better understand their customers, respond more quickly to dynamic market conditions and ultimate-
ly transform themselves into a data-driven enterprise.  Our end-to-end BI services comprise:

Consulting including a strategic roadmap definition for businessintelligence, landscape   
assessment & health check services.

Implementation comprising interactive dashboards, scorecards, on-demand reporting, bugeting
and planning, scenario modeling and mobile solutions for BI

Managed services which come in the form of enhancements and new feature additions, BI tool
administration, release management, configuration management, corrective and adaptive
maintenance.

Upgrades and Migrations consisting of migration from other platforms.
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ABMCG’s Business Intelligence Data Warehousing (BIDW) practice offers a comprehensive suite of services to 
help enterprises overcome the challenges related to data volumes, data silos, data quality issues and unstruc-
tured data formats. 

ABMCG has extensive experience implementing data integration solutions that span ETL, Big Data integrations, 
BI platform integrations, unstructured data handling and enterprise content integration. Our experts are well 
versed with Data Integration tools such as Informatica, Ab Initio, IBM Infosphere Datastage and Pentaho to best 
meet all of your business requirements. 

Give your teams the power of interacting with data the way they want, when they want. ABMCG’s BI experts 
deliver self-serviceable business intelligence solutions that enable organizations to speed up their “time to 
insight” by creating interactive, visual reports on demand.

ABMCG’ Big Data management practice helps the enterprise manage and derive value from the sheer volume, 
variety and velocity of data generated from the ever-increasing sources. ABMCG leverages more than three 
decades worth of Information Management experience and expertise on a variety of Big Data management 
and integration tools. 

Consulting: From defining the data management strategy and architecture to cluster sizing and deploy-
ment planning 

Implementation Services: UI development, customization, migration, application integration and testing.


